We Say...
➡ PUBLICLY OWNED, FUNDED & RUN NHS
➡ Invest in Education to equip future
generations
➡ Incentivise Small & Local
Businesses
➡ FAIR & Efficient TAXATION System
with proper Enforcement
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If the past few years have proved
anything, it’s that our democracy is
not fit for the challenges it faces.

➡ Regional Assemblies for England
➡ Free up Local Government to INVEST
➡ Electoral Reform
➡ Maximise Transparency
➡ Citizens assemblies
Trust voters to rank their preferences

Peter currently lives
in Lane End, having
returned to the
village in which he
grew up. He is an
electronic engineer,
currently working
freelance, and a
member of Green
House Think Tank, for
whom he has coauthored reports for the Climate Jobs
Project .
He believes that there is a need to increase
diversity among those representing us, so that
our government may better represent those it
serves.
He considers it important that society
addresses the underlying causes, rather than
just consequences of issues we face. For
example, ‘GDP’ or ‘Growth’ is frequently
deemed an end goal, which neglects what
really matters to both people and society as a
whole.
Surely improving the quality of life of people
today as well as future generations should be
the ultimate target, with the following as
intermediate goals:
➡

Reducing inequality

➡

Increasing social mobility

➡

Avoiding catastrophic climate change

Contact us:

(what do you think matters?)

chiltern.greenparty.org.uk
peter.sims@greenparty.org.uk
Promoted by Peter Sims at 28 The Row, Lane End, Bucks, HP14 3JS.
Printed by Leafletfrog Ltd, Units 38-39 Britannia Way, Bolton, BL2 2HH

A People’s Vote
Green New Deal
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Green New Deal
Action needed to address Climate Change
and Biodiversity Loss.

Invest in Public Transport:
- Regular, reliable services
- Clean electric/hydrogen buses/trains
- Cheap & simple ticketing
- Integrate bus/train/ferry services
- Connect towns with each other not just
London

Invest in Homes:
- More zero carbon social housing
- Street by street improvement program
focusing on worst quality housing

Invest in Renewable Energy:
- Funding to support community energy
projects
- Local plans used to identify sites for
renewable energy

Invest in Farming & Forestry:
- Support horticulture, urban greening, and
tree/hedge planting
- Refocus subsidies toward supporting
agricultural jobs, reducing emissions, and
mixed/rotational/organic practices
- Establish Land Commission to investigate
land ownership in context of net zero

Education
➡

Public information campaign to inform
public of their role in Green New Deal

➡
➡

Skills for the future for all ages
Smaller class sizes and fewer tests

NHS
➡
➡
➡

Focus on prevention
End internal privatisation
Integrate health and social care

Localisation
➡
➡
➡

Value local food production
Support local supply chains
Minimise travel times to access public
services

European Union
The EU currently serves corporate interests rather
than the interests of UK citizens, yet past UK
governments have resisted attempts to improve it.
The Green Party believes that we must remain in the
EU to change it, as managing global commons
requires governance beyond nation states. However,
we recognise that there are a wide range of strongly
felt opinions so the only democratic way forward is to
have a referendum on any deal.

Local Priorities
➡ Oppose road & airport expansion
They increase air pollution and are
incompatible with climate change targets.

➡ End arbitrary housing building
targets
Focus job creation in areas with surplus
housing instead.

➡ Improve walking and cycling
provision

More cycle lanes, pedestrian areas, 20 mph
zones, wider pavements.

➡ Protect the Commons

Common land and facilities should be
expanded, not developed on or privatised.

➡ Facilitate sustainable self builds
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Green voters elected seven members of
the European Parliament and doubled the
number of local councillors in 2019.
Voters are taking action on climate. The
green vote is reaching a historic high. if
ever there was a time to vote Green, that
time is now!

